Beyond Exploring

Rediscover the winter at CERVO Mountain Resort
Zermatt, 28. October 2021 - On December 3, 2021, the CERVO Mountain Resort will start its
winter season. True to the claim "Beyond Exploring", the Zermatt design hotel lets its guests
experience winter in a new way. Whether at the ski-in après ski, in one of the restaurants or in
the wild mountain nature, the CERVO shows how cool five stars can be. Fittingly, the new
CERVO mood film celebrates its premiere today.
For over ten years, the après-ski on the terraces of the CERVO Mountain Resort has been one of the
most legendary in Switzerland. Located directly at the end of the Sunnegga slope, locals, ski
aficionados and music lovers meet here to celebrate life together. The curated line-up with exclusive
DJs, who play in metropolises like Berlin or London during the summer, celebrate après-ski culture in
its finest form. If you want to secure a spot without worry, join the DMC - the Democratic Mountain
Community. Members receive preferential treatment for reservations, tickets to exclusive events and
pay directly with their own community card.
After the party is before the party
When the sun goes down and your stomach growls, it's time for a culinary journey. If you haven't
already enjoyed CERVO classics like the famous Truffle Fries or the CERVO Burger in the afternoon,
you'll find culinary fulfillment in one of the three resort restaurants. The Bazaar tempts with vegetarian
combo creations inspired by the faraway Orient. The full Swiss experience is available at Ferdinand the fondue and raclette menu is one of the most exclusive in the Valais mountain village. For a
romantic evening under the sign of "dolce vita", the Madre Nostra is recommended. Head chef Davide
Cretoni delights with authentic Italian dishes - inspired by Nonna, with a modern twist.
One or the other DJ from the après-ski you will meet again later in the restaurant Bazaar. On the first
weekend of the season, the Kesh'Alta party takes place with the finest DJ tunes. A new monthly event
that lets guests dance until the wee hours of the morning and taste the delicious signature cocktails.
To celebrate the opening of the valley run, the First Waltz will be held on the après-ski terraces in the
afternoon of December 18. For several years now, the Last Waltz, the big brother of the First Waltz,
has been the highlight for Zermatt lovers, where they bring the CERVO winter season to a fitting close.
Into the new year, the CERVO crew and guests will travel under the motto Marrakech Express. Early
reservation for the evening is recommended.
In addition to other live music acts and DJ performances, the Grapes & Juniper Bar hosts Rock'n'Roll
Sunday once a month. "Beyond Culture" - culture in new spheres, that's how the event calendar can
be described. From culinary delights to music, art and literature, new events are constantly being
announced.
For a calming balance
Guests find relaxation and tranquility in the Mountain Ashram Spa. Here, guests go through a flow tour
through small spa worlds, starting in the warm steam bath. For hardy sauna-goers, the icy-cold natural
pond awaits afterwards. Those who prefer it warmer can regenerate their muscles after a sauna
session in the 42-degree onsen outdoor pool with a view of the Matterhorn. Here, by the way, you
occasionally meet Traveling Yogis, who invite you to joint meditation sessions in the Mongolian tea
yurt or to yoga classes in the exclusively designed ritual room. The Mountain Ashram Spa, which was
named "Best Holistic Spa in Switzerland 2021" by the International Spa & Beauty Awards this October,
offers Ayurvedic-inspired body treatments with its own CERVO product line.
The guests then find heavenly sleep in the Hästens beds. In the 54 rooms and suites distributed over
the various lodge concepts Nomad, Alpinist and Huntsman, it is possible to dream individually.

To the new image film of CERVO Mountain Resort:
https://www.youtube.com/user/cervozermatt
To the CERVO Mountain Resort event calendar:
www.cervo.swiss/en/events

